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TRACK CONSTRUCTION :
Part 1: Building a common crossing assembly jig

Four squares of 20 thou styrene sheet stuck to the
wood block (Plastic solvent works well). The styrene
won’t melt - if it does you are overdoing the heat from
your soldering iron! (alternatively use thin wood)

This product complements other jigs in the range for
the construction and assembly of pointwork.

Before you start you will require:

A brass etch
(EMGS part No. 8793F)

A block of wood
(Approx 1¾" wide x 1" thick and 5" long*)

Pieces of 20 thou styrene sheet (Plasticard)

Two lengths of stripwood (optional) the same length
as the wood block (suggest ½" x ¼" x 5")

* the length should be as long or longer than the etch

Two lengths of stripwood sandwiching the etch
between them. Make sure the stripwood is straight
and square.

Alternatively make a saw cut in the wood block and
push in the etch – what matters is that the etch is
dead straight and vertical.

Brass etch

EMGS
Part 8793F

COMPLETE READY ASSEMBLED UNIT

This is available through the EMGS Trade Officer
EMGS part number : 8793

Wood block
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TRACK CONSTRUCTION :
Part 2: Using the common crossing assembly jig
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Common crossing assembly jig

The jig allows you to assemble a complete common crossing
on 0.6mm strip which is the correct height for use with
4mm scale plastic chairs or rivets.  The jig allows you to
build crossings at any angle and to whatever track standard
you use (Eg OO, EM or 18.83/P4).  The only limitation is
that the sleeper spacing must be standard for 4mm scale
crossings.

Before you start, you will need:

· An assembled crossing vee.

· Two matching wing rails bent to shape.

· A flangeway gauge for your particular track standard.
EMGS Part No : 2131 (EM)    2135 (18.83mm)

· Strips of 0.6mm thick PCB (C&L product)
(available from the EMGS Trade Officer Part No. 1197)
Alternatively (EMGS product) strips of brass of the
same thickness (available from the EMGS Trade Officer
Part No.1198)

· Hairclips (sometimes known as 'Lady Jane').  These
are available from Boots or similar shops and are best
shortened before use.

Step 1
Place two PCB strips in the first two slots of the jig as
shown and clamp the vee with its point on the second strip,
Solder the vee to the two strips.

Step 2
Add two further strips (the jig allows you to add a third if
you require additional strength.  However, this is generally
unnecessary).  Clamp one of the wing rails to the same
side of the etch as the vee.  Insert the flangeway gauge
between the wing rail and vee and adjust the position of
the wing rail until it is a snug fit against the gauge.  This will
give the correct spacing between the vee and wing rail.
Solder the wing rail and vee to the four strips.
(Note: the etch only gives a straight line from the vee to
the wing rail. It is not used to give the correct flangeway
spacing - this is the job of your chosen flangeway gauge.)

Step 3
Remove the clips and lift the 'half crossing' from the jig.
Rotate it and replace as shown.

Step 4
Repeat step 2 with the second wing rail.  You should now
have something like this (below right) which only requires
the PCB strips trimming off and the assembly cleaning up.
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